Graphene oxide has been recently used to create cementitious nanocomposites with enhanced mechanical properties and durability. To examine the improvement on the mechanical properties of cement by adding graphene oxide, the understanding of the interfacial stress transfer is a key. In this work, pull-out tests were carried out using molecular dynamics simulations, incorporating cement and graphene oxide, to determine the shearing mechanism at the interface. For the first time, the shear stress-displacement curve, which represents the bond-slip relation has been calculated for a graphene oxide / cement nanocomposite at the molecular scale. This relation is significant and essential in multi-scale numerical modeling as it defines the mechanical properties for the interface elements. A yielding-like phase is found prior to the shear strength and a roughly bilinear softening phase (i.e. fracture/damage).
stress transferring mechanisms and effectiveness at the interfaces controls the has motivated the work in this paper.
100
The remainder of this paper is structured as follows. In Section 2, we 101 present the formulation of the model which covers the molecular structure 102 of the composite, the interatomic force field, and the loading protocol for 
Model Construction

110
The structure of C-S-H analyzed in this paper is constructed based on the silicate hydrates, (e.g., the coordination of Ca-O) [24] . In this paper, the well-understood 11Å tobermorite structure is used as the structure of C-S-H, which is believed reasonable, since the interface between the C-S-H and
124
GO is the focus of the research.
125
The GO structure in this paper is based on the Lerf-Klinowski GO model
126
[25] with the distortions neglected and the carbon plane structurally unaf-127 fected, as shown in Figure 1 . In this model, the functional groups, includ-128 ing epoxy and hydroxyl, are distributed randomly [26] to avoid the energy 129 reduction of GO sheet due to the gathering of the functional groups [27] .
130
Generally, the range of oxidation varies from a C/O ratio of 4:1 to 2:1 [28] .
131
In this model, the ratio of C/O is set to 3.2:1. The distribution of oxygen The interface between the GO sheet and the C-S-H matrix is difficult :
where E bond is bond energy, E lp is long pair energy, E over is over coordination by defined potentials from neighbor atoms. In the present study, not all of terms in Eq. (1) are considered necessary and some of them are set to zero.
174
The molecular structure of the GO reinforced C-S-H is shown in Figure 3 .
175
A vacuum space is set for technically allowing pulling out the GO sheet 176 without extending the simulation box. In Figure 3 , the blue atoms represent 177 oxygen in water, the white atoms are hydrogen in water, and the green atoms is duplicated as 3 × 4 × 1 along x-, y-, z-directions, respectively.
185
The initial structure was relaxed for 50 ps in the isobaric-isothermal (NPT)
186
ensemble. The Nosé-Hoover thermostat is used to keep the temperature at 187 300 K, and the Nosé-Hoover barostat is used to maintain the pressure at 188 p = 0 Pa. This was followed by a 50 ps run in the canonical (NVT) ensemble 189 for a single layer of atoms where the Ca, Si, and oxygen in C-S-H are fixed.
190
A time step of ∆t = 0.25 fs was used during the entire relaxation. LAMMPS
191
[37] was used to perform the MD simulations.
192
After the initial relaxation, the system was subjected to the pull-out test.
193
The outermost layer of atoms in C-S-H along y-direction was held fixed,
194
while the outermost layer of carbon atoms (14 C atoms in total) in the
195
GO sheet along y-direction was moved in the y-direction at a constant rate.
196
Three pulling rates of the GO sheet were adopted: 0.0016Å ps −1 , 0.008Å ps displacement under various pulling rates. 
Results and discussion
210
The force F i exerted on atom i is given by
where E i is the interaction energy for atom i, and r i is the position of atom initial increase, a kind of interesting yielding phase prior to the peak load and 254 a decrease/softening phase until a small residual value). As mentioned, such 255 an elastic-plastic-fracture phenomenon has been first observed at nanoscale to the reduction of the contact surface; the internal force F 0 should initially 281 increase because of bond stretching and then decrease due to bond breakage.
282
The force-displacement generally follows Amonton's law for individual cycles.
283
The simulations clearly show both the chemical interaction (i.e. bonding) and 284 the physical interaction occurring at the interface between the GO and the
285
C-S-H).
286
To investigate the influence of the oxygen functional group on the in-
287
terfacial mechanical performance of GO cement, the pull-out test was con- force.
298
The interfacial interaction energy ∆E is an important parameter that 299 reflects the energy state for the interface between GO and C-S-H, which can 300 be defined as follows:
where E T otal is the potential energy of the whole system, E GO is the potential rates changed the material properties simulated from plastic to elastic.
335
With the pull-out force recorded, the pull-out shear stress can be calcu-
where F is the pull-out force, and A is the force-resisting area. The shear stress τ can be re-written as:
where A GO−CSH is the force-resisting area in the interface of C-S-H and GO
340
sheet, a 0 is the length of GO sheet vertical to the pull-out direction, b 0 is 341 the width of GO sheet along the pull-out direction, and ∆b is the pull-out 342 distance of the GO sheet. In this model, a 0 = 32.13Å and b 0 = 27.124Å.
343
There are two sides of the GO sheet which are in shear, so the force- the shear stress drops to about 100 MPa which is comparable to that of the 360 pure graphene case.
361
The interfacial shear strength is calculated to be about 647.58±91.18 MPa. to be upscaled to the engineering scale. The shear stress-displacement, often known as bond-slip relation, is for 374 the first time derived for GO cement. It has significant impact on multi-scale 375 modeling (e.g., finite element simulation) in terms of the interface properties.
376
The properties for interface elements in finite element analysis are usually 377 not available due to the difficulties of experiments. This is why trial and 
Conclusion
383
In this work, the nano interface between the C-S-H and GO has been been derived and the shear strength has been found to be 647.58±91.18 MPa.
394
The shear stress-displacement curve has, for the first time, been derived for 
